
Here’s another column that uses the
old mix-and-match method—a little
of this and a little of that. Taken as

individual productivity enhancers, the three
topics covered might come in handy on occa-
sion. This month, I’ll cover:

� Running SDSF in batch
� Using the index of the ISPF tutorial
� Using the APPEND command

of DSLIST

SDSF IN BATCH

If your installation has the Spool Display
and Search Facility (SDSF) from IBM
installed as the primary JES spool browser, a
batch interface is available to all users. This
batch interface can be useful from time to
time. In order to use the SDSF batch inter-
face, all that is needed is some simple JCL
and in-stream commands.

TWO DIFFERENT
PROGRAMS

When invoking SDSF in batch, the user has
a choice of two programs to invoke. These are
PGM=SDSF or PGM=ISFAFD. Both pro-
grams function identically when simple SDSF
commands are read in via DD name ISFIN.
However, using the ISFAFD program allows
for the in-stream data to contain the AFD
command prefix.

Interested readers should consult the SDSF
Guide and Referencedocumentation that
applies to their release levels for additional
information on the differences between these
two programs.

FIGURE 1 is a JCL example that shows how
to run SDSF in batch (with PGM=SDSF). In
the example, a specific output group is
being displayed.
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Primary SDSF commands (ones entered at the Command line) are simply typed in-stream under DD name ISFIN,
beginning in column 1. Line commands (or NP commands as SDSF refers to them) are entered by using a ++ in
front of the command.

//MOORES JOB (1111,2222),MOORE.SDSF,
//  CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
//STEP010  EXEC PGM=SDSF
//ISFOUT   DD SYSOUT=*
//ISFIN    DD *
ST
SET CONFIRM OFF
FIND ‘MOORE@’
++?
FIND ‘OUTDD’
++S

FIGURE 1: JCL TO INVOKE SDSF IN BATCH

In the case of APPEND, the token A18 is entered and the enter key is pressed.

FIGURE 2: WHEN THE ALPHABETIC LIST OF HELP TOPICS IS PRESENTED, THEY CAN BE IMMEDIATELY
“JUMPED TO” BY SELECTING THE INDEX TOKEN THAT APPEARS IN FRONT OF THEIR DESCRIPTION
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I suggest creating some simple JCL and
experimenting with the batch SDSF interface.
Have the IBM documentation open in a
browser window and give it a try. Start with
simple operations that basically replicate what
you normally do in online SDSF and then
progress to more elaborate operations.

ISPF TUTORIAL INDEX

I can’t say enough about using this feature
of ISPF. It is extremely helpful and easy to
use. It is particularly valuable when you know
what you want to read about, but you don’t
want to be bothered with rummaging around
in tutorial screens.

ISPF help (tutorial) has always been context
sensitive. That is, a press of the HELP PF Key
(typically, PF1) will usually place you in the
tutorial that covers subject matter about the
program running on the screen when you
requested HELP. If you press HELP while in
edit, you will be placed at the opening help
menu for edit. Fair enough.

There are occasions when this context
sensitivity can be more of a hindrance than a
help. Here’s an example.

A TUTORIAL INDEX EXAMPLE

A user in an edit session wants to read more
about how the APPEND primary command of
DSLIST works. What would be the quickest
way to view the tutorial on the APPEND com-
mand from within edit?

� Press the HELP PF Key (or type in the
word HELP in the command line and
press enter).

� The main Edit Help tutorial, consisting
of 18 menu choices, is presented. This is
context sensitivity at work.

� Type the letter “I” in the command line,
press enter and the primary index
tutorial page is displayed.

� At this primary index page, type “A”
(because APPEND begins with “A”) and
press enter.

� All indexed subjects that begin with the
letter “A” are shown in alphabetical order.

� A press of the enter key or PF11 “turns
the page” forward. Pressing PF10 takes
you back a page.

� The APPEND subject appears on the
second page with the index token A18.
Refer to FIGURE 2.

� A18 is entered in the command line,
followed by a press of enter.

� The APPEND command tutorial
is displayed.

At first glance, this might appear to be a
somewhat complicated procedure. However,
after trying it a few times, it becomes almost
second nature. All that you have to remember
is that once in the tutorial, entering “I” as a
primary command will take you to the index.
Once in the index, you simply type the first
letter of the subject you are interested in.

I recommend trying the ISPF tutorial index
and getting some practice using it. The ISPF
tutorial index has existed since the very earliest
releases of ISPF dating back to the late 1970s.
It still exists today and is still useful in a
number of situations.

APPEND COMMAND
OF DSLIST

I use the DSLIST and ISPF Workplace
(Primary menu options 3.4 and 11, respectively)
almost exclusively these days. I rarely ever use
Option 1 or 2, Browse/View or Edit, anymore.

One of the primary reasons for this is the
improved set of commands that are available
at scrollable DSLIST-type screens.

The APPEND command is especially use-
ful. It allows additional dataset names to be
included in the currently displayed list. Here
is a common situation where I find myself
using APPEND.

� ISPF 3.4 is entered with some DSN
mask that generates a list of three or
four datasets.

� Work progresses, editing, browsing, etc.
and the list is kept open and active.

� A new dataset (or group of datasets) is
required to be added to the list.

� APPEND ‘the.new.group*’

Using APPEND will retain all active set-
tings that might be present at the scrollable list.
For example, I am a heavy user of the “=” line-
command of DSLIST. This specialized value
allows a repeat of whatever the most recently
entered line command was against any dataset
in the list. APPEND preserves this value.

The REF (Refresh) command can be used
to revert the scrollable list to the originally
entered list. Then, if previous APPEND
commandsneed to be repeated, the RETP
typed command stack can be used to retrieve
previous APPEND commands. If needed, they
don’t have to be typed again.

CONCLUSION

If you have never tried the APPEND com-
mand, here’s a chance to kill two birds with
one stone, so to speak. Try using the ISPF
tutorial index to find the APPEND command
and then read about it.

Here are a few APPEND tricks that aren’t
clearly explained in the tutorial.
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Examples of omitting the trailing quote

APPEND ‘SYS1.MACLIB 
Will work correctly as long as the last qualifier is fully spelled out.

APPEND ‘SYS1.MAC
Last qualifier not fully spelled out. Will not work.

APPEND ‘SYS1.MAC*
Will work correctly because of trailing wildcard.

Examples to append datasets beginning with your own TsoID

APPEND WORK
If no dataset list named WORK is found, will append any datasets that begin:
TsoID.WORK

APPEND WORK.L*
Will append any datasets that begin: TsoID.WORK.L*

No parameter example

APPEND 
APPEND, without a trailing parameter will display a pop-up screen where you can
select a dataset list to append.

FIGURE 3: VALID FORMS OF THE APPEND COMMAND, WITH VARIOUS PARAMETERS AS WELL
AS NO PARAMETER
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� When using APPEND to add datasets,
the trailing quote isn’t required.

� If you omit all quotes from the trailing
APPEND parameter and there is no
dataset list stored in your profile with a
matching name, the parameter is taken
to be a dataset level. The tutorial
mentions this, but what it fails to state
clearly is that the dataset level is one
that begins with your TSO-id.

Refer to FIGURE 3 for some examples.
Hopefully, you have discovered a few new

(or not so new) features of ISPF to experiment
with. Have at it.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He
can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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